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Preface

An important research goal in aerospace engineering is to provide

greater accuracy in methods for predicting the dynamic force -time

relationships that are associated with the critical design conditions

of a modern flight vehicle. Improvements in the prediction of these

dynamic forces enable an engineer to utilize new lightweight structures

more effectively and to develop a more optim=m structural design. The

need for greater accuracy has continued to grow as new or more severe

loading environments have been encountered and as modern flight

vehicles have become more flexible.

In some of the more critical dynamic problem areas, such as

problems in aeroelasticity, the flexibility of the structure has long

been recognized as a governing parameter in the theoretical prediction

of force distributions and force-time histories. However, in some

other areas research has been sporadic, depending on particular

requirements, and adequate, generalized theories have not been

developed to account for the effects of structural flexibility. This

is particularly true in the prediction of water-entry impact loads.

Theories which were developed prior to World War II are still used;

these theories cannot accommodate structural flexibility. The

f inherent flexibility of advanced aerospace structures can cause

* significant increases in the dynamic loads during water impact which

are not accounted for using the available theoretical prediction

methods.

[ *1
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This study has attempted to extend one of the most commonly used

theories for determining water impact loads to include the coupled

interactions of bydrodynaiAc, inertial and elastic forces. Many of

the past theoretical and experimental investigations of water impact

loads, including recent modeling programs by the NASA in developing

the Mercury and Apollo spacecraft, have been conducted on bodies with

spherical loner surfaces. This study has been limited to simple

spherically shaped elastic structures. Also, the study has been

limited to vertical flight paths into the water (no oblique landings).

I am deeply indebted to my thesis advisor, Dr. D. W. Breuer, Head

of the Department of Mechanics at the Air Force Institute of Technology,

for his patience and technical guidance thruughout the course of this

study. I would like to express my sincere appreciation to the members

of my thesis committee, Dr. J. S. Przemieniecki, Assistant Dean for

Research and Dr. P. J. Torvik, Associate Professor of Mechianics at the

Air Force Institute of Technology for their counsel and suggestions.

I also wish to thank Walter J. Mykytow, Assistant for Research and

Technology, Charles E. Thomas, Chief of the Field Measurements Group

and Virgil C. McIntosh, Field Measurements Group, all from the.Vehicle

Dynamics Division, Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory for their

assistance during the background investigation and experimental portion

of this study.

Ralph N. Bingman
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Abstract

Theoretical and experimental investigations were made of the

dynamic respcnse characteristics of a simple elastic structure sub-

jected to water impact loading. The purpose was to determine the

effects of structural flexibility on the resulting dynamic loads and

to see if a simple approximate mathematical technique for predicting

these loads could be developed. In the theoretical portion of the

investigation, water impact acceleration-time histories were computed

for rigid spheres of differeav radii. The rigid body theory was then

modified by considering the flexibility of thin spherical sheils. A

simple equation was developed for approximating the effective spring

stiffness of the shell. Theoretical acceleration-time histories,

based on the modified theory, are presented. For the experimental

portion of the investigation, six drop tests were conducted using a

model which incorporated thin aluminum spherical shell segments on the

lower surface. Shells of 24 inch radius and 0.032, 0.040, 0.050 and

0.080 inch thickness were tested. Qualitative agreement was obtained

between results from the model tests and the modified theory. The

theoretically predicted acceleration levels averaged 10 percent lower

than the experiuental values. However, quantitative comparisons of

accelertiton levels are limite? because the experimental moael had

more degret.-s of freedom excited than the !west one which was used in

the approximate theory. Significant ccupled vibr.tcry responses -f

the shell and water were pred.icted by theory and we-.e observed iT the

experimental results. The predicted vibration frequencies avoraged

20 percent above the experfrtentaily cbserved fr,ýruenciep.

xi
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WATER IMPACT LOADS

ON STRUCTURES

I. Introduction

Background

When recoverable missiles, man.,ed reer.ry spacecraft, and various

research vehicles land in water, severe dynamic loadings are imposed

on the vehicle structure. Although recent advances in structural tech-

nology have enabled the development of efficient lightweight structures

capable of operating in severe loading environments, these structures

are generally elastic and deform under dynamic loadings. The motionb

and stresses in a flexible vehicle resulting from water impact involve

very complex interactions of hydrodynamic, inertial, and elastic forces.

Trherefore, the design of a vehicle capable of withstanding water entry

impact loads requires careful consideration of the dynamic interactions

among these forces.

The published literature contains several theoretical approaches

fcr predicting water impact loads. Past investigators have classified

the water entry phenozenon into three phases based on certain physical

relationships and mathematical treatments involved. These are the

shock-wave phase, the flow line e.:.tabloshment phase, and the quasi-

steady flow phase (.with and without a cavity over the aft portion of

the vehicle). Mosteller (Ref 1:2-8) and Collopy (Ref 2:77-86)have

prevented discussions of the various phases and the theories which

have been developed for each phase.

&
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The shock wave phase is of very short duration (on the order of

50 to 100 micro seconds) and occurs while the line of contact between

the water and the vehicle moves .t a velocity greater than that. of

sound. High peak pressures occur at the point of initial contact 1which

may result in local damage to the structure. The flow line establish-

ment phase starts after the initial contact and lasts until the filow

about the structure becomes quasi-steady. The overall forces andt
S

accelerations on the body have been considered to be most important

during this phase. The following sections of this study will be con-

cerned with the flow line establishment phase of the water entry

phenomenon. The quasi-steady phase involves the formation and collapse

of a cavity, depending on vehicle geometry, as the vehicle becomes more

completely submerged in the water. Several forces, including bouyancy,

gravity, and drag become important during this phase, but are not

considered over the shorter periods of the first two phases.

The most commonly used theory to determine water impact loadv

during the flow establishment phase is based on very early work (1929)

by Theodore von Karman (Ref 3). The equations used assume conservation

of momentum of the vehicle mass and a varying mass (virtual mass) of

water which moves beneath the vehicle. However, in this early work and

in the more recent publications on water impact loads the theoretical

treatment has been limited to rigid bodies. Because the present analy-

ticsl methods are limited to predicting rigid body force-time histories,

it has been necessary for the NASA to determine design loads on the l

Apollo Command Module during water impact through experimentation using

models and full scale test vehicles (Ref 4:1282-1284). The NASA

experimental programs have included tests with rigid and elastically

j 2
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scaled mcdels. R.esults from the NASA programs have demonstrated thatl model test data and theoretical analysis compare favorably when the

model is rigid. However, in one program the bottom of the model was

made flexible. The resulting peak loads at the model center of

gravity were nearly doubled (see Fig. 1). In Ref 4, Benson, of the

Manned Spacecraft Zenter, concluded that analysis to accommodate

structural flexibility and oblique landings is needed to investigate

B the large numbers of parameters that can occur.

I

-UASTIC

48 A MODEL

ERATION
A. VERSUS

TIME

i32 NON
S3ELASTIC

MODEt\L

U" 1 ' . -"
ANALYSIS-'

0 .004 .004 .012 .016 .02 .024
TIME, SEC

Figure 1

Comparison of Model Tests and

Theoretical Analysis (From Ref 4)

(Fo e )
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Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this study is to extend present wate• impact theory

for the flow line establishment phase to include the effects of a

flexible structure. The extension includes dynamic coupling between

the water pressure (hydrodynamic forces) and the elastic and inertial

forces of the structure. An objective of the present study is to see

if a very elementary theoretical model, with two degrees of freedom,

will provide an increase in accuracy in the prediction of dynamic

responses and loads from water impact.

This study has been limited to vertical flight paths into water

(no oblique landings) and simple spherically shaped elastic structures.

Since the purpose is to increase accuracy in theoretical load predic-

tion methods, parameters involving complex structural geometry have,

in the initial study, been minimized. In order to assess the accuracy

of the theoretical methods developed, the study nas included tests

with variations in loadings and flexdbiliJty of an elastic model.

Section II presents a review of present theory for a rigid body

entering water and develops additional equations of motion for the

flexible body. A modified theory is presented which considers the

flexibility of a spherical shell. The experimental part of the study

is presented in Sections III and IV. In Section V a ccmparison of

theory and test results is presented. Sections VI aid VII contain

the conclusions of the study and some recolmendaticns for future

studies of this nature. Details of the theoretitaL and experimental

parts of the study are presented in Appendices A tarough D.

4
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II. Theoretical Development

Rigid Body J~nte n& Water

The following theory applies to the Flow Line Establishment Phase.

This phase has been considered to be the most critical with respect to

overill forces and accelerations on the body. The equations presented

are from the very early theoretical work of T.von Karman (Ref 3), more

recent work by the NASA (Ref 5) and the summary of governing equations

by Collopy (Ref 2),

The classical impact theory by von Karman applies to the vertical

impact of a wedge (Fig. 2(a)) as it strikes a horizontal surface of

water. Let: M = the mass of the body per unit length,

a - the angle of inclination of the under surface with

the horizontal,

y - .he vertical distance through which the body travels

in time, r., and

2r 2y cot a - the corresponding breadth of the part of

the body ia the water.

M M R

V I

(a) Wedge (b) Sphere

Figure 2

Geometry for Bodies Entering Water

5
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During the course of an impact, the momentum lost by the impacting

body is considered as transferred to an imaginary or virtual mass (m*)

of water in contact with the body. The virtual mass of water has a

downward velocity equal to that of the body. Hence, the entire initial

momentum of the body is assumed to be distributed between the body and

the virtual mass of water; the momentum is constant throughout the impact.

The following assumptions have been made.

1. Gravity force, bouyant force, friction drag, viscosity, and

surface tension effects are neglected.

2. The body shell is rigid and the fluid is incompressible.

3. Ymentum is conserved for the system of beAy and water.

The governing equation may be written as

MV0 W (M + m*) ' (2.1)

where V0 is the velocity of the body at the moment of first contact

and y is the velocity at any time, t. Equation (2.1) may be rewritten

as

V
y = Vo (2.2)

i + m*/M

Von Karman proposed that the virtual mass be taken equal to the mass

of a semicylinder of water having a diameter equal to the instantaneous

width of the body in tha plane of the undisturbed water surface. The

vi.rtual mass per unit length of the wedge may be written as

m* 2 1 r 2p; (2.3)2

where p represents the density of the water. If r 2 in equation (2.3)

is expressed in terms of y and a aui the results are substituted into

6
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equation (2.2), the following equation is obtained;

0V (2.4)

1 + uzc
2M

NASA engineers (Ref 5) applied the above theory (Equation 2.2) to

three-dimensional bodies with spherical lower surfaces to Invr7tigate

the water-landing characteristics of reentry capsules. :t was asstned

that the virtual mase could be taken equal to three-quarters of the

mass of a hemisphere uf water having a diameter equal to the instantan-

eous width of the body in tht plane of the undisturbed water burlFace.

The arbitrary factor of three-quarters was an approximate correctior

indicated to be desirable b-, data from the impact of wedges (Ref 6).

For the spherical body, the virtual mass was written as

m* (2) i pr 3  
(2.5)4 3

The body geometry for a sphere entering water is shown in Fig. 2(b).

The instantaneous radius r can be expresseJ in terms of depth y and

radius of the sphere R as

r (2Ry - y2)'/2

| (2y_ Z~1/2

or r R (,:.6)\ RI2/

I and the virtual mass may be written as

•~M .* !PR..3 -,2\3/2

2z - Y (2.7)
2 RR2)

When equation (2.7) is substituted into equation (2.2), the velocity

of the spherical body becomes:

7
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3/ (2. 3)

2M, .R R2)

To imports-it factors should be pointed out. The first is that

(2.2) can be applied to any general shape if an expression

can be -.atained for the appropriate virtual mass and its rate of

cbe-ngo a. the depth of penetration changes. The second factor is that

pazt Invegrigators of water entry phenomena have used quite a variety

of *onvteP.n': in the expressions for the virtual maos, even for the cane

of a sphete 4)ntering water. Reference 7 considers the sphere and other

axisyr•-ticaily shaped bodies. The virtual mass in each case is con--

sidered as 0.22r (4/3) pr 3 , vhere r is the irstantaneous radius at teb

Ssurface of •he water. Collopy (Ref 2) &nd Mosteller (Ref 1) quote

n,,2 or 3 -'s very common figure found in munh o: the literit ure. Lamb

(Ref 8:123-12)' indicates that the virtual maer for a spheLe is

2/3 inp• in this study, the virtual mass will be considered as that

indicated by equation (2.7) except where a change is indicated in

feolloing sectica" ,

Equation (2-2) cen 1e differentiated to Abtain an expression fa-Sthe vert i acceleration. Differentiation of equation (2.2) results in

(V) (2.9)

since
-II

d: dy dt dy

Equation (2.9) can be written

-V0  (.0

+ 2uA dy

8
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The force lcting on the body can be writteu as

+ dy
M

If equation (2.2) is aubst•tuted into equation (2,11), tvze forte may

be expressed as

-V2F 0 V° dm* !21.12)

For any particular geometry, the vertical component of averaa pressure

is equal to the force divided by the Instantaneous area of the body in

the plane of the undisturbed water surface.

The force on a spherical body may be obtained by subatituting

equation (2.7), for the virtual mass. into equation (2.12). The rate

of change of virtual mabg may be vritten as

dm* (33 o 2 X R) (I (2.13)
dy 2 R R2 R

and

+ -T +'R o - - R R'•

F i .'RI\ RI• (2,14)
+ 2M 2Y

RN R I

It can be seen from equation (2.14) that the maximum force along the

y-axis varies as the square of the verttcai contact velocity for a

given radius and mass. Variations in the force corresponding to

changes in the radius and mass are not quite so apparent from

inspection of the equation.

When the mass of the body is large compared to the virtual mass

of water (i.e., "-hen z" heavy, slender missile enters the water

9
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vertically), then the term TrpR 3/2M is small and the denominator of

equation (2.14) is approximately equal to 1.0. This approximation

has been use6 frequently in the past, but it is not applicable for

a olunt body such as a space capsule.

If equation (2.14) is differentiated with respect to y/R and the

derivative is set equal to zero, the resulting equation indicates the

depth of penetraticn at which the maximum force occurs. Let the term

r'r 3 /2M - C. Then, from dyjAR 0, the following equation may be

obtained:

2 2  (2.15)

Equation (2.15) may be transformed into a transcendental equation in

II
i terms of the angle where is shown in Figure 3.

\R p2)

Figure 3

Angle

(From Ref. 2)
ThMe maximum force occurs when

I-• + - 9

C sin3ý I tan2 •

Ii
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The foregoing theor:etical results are illustrated in Figures 4

through 6. A compariaon between theoretical and experimental accele'ra-

cion time histories for a reentry capsule having a segment of a sphere

as its lower section is shown in Figure 4. These resultb were cbtained

by the Langle- Research Center (Ref 5:26). The full scale capsule

characteristics were: Weigni: - 2150 lbs, Radius of spherical bottom

10.5 ft, Base diameter - 7.0 ft, and the Entry velocity, V = 30 fps.

Reference 5 states that the model (1/12 scale) was constructed of fier

St glass and plastic and the construction was as rigid as possible to

eliminate secondary vibrations. The base of the full scale capsule

wap formed from 1.00 inch magnesium alloy. In the theoretical compu-

tations, the expression fcc the virtual mass was as indicated in

I equation (2.7).

Figures 5 and 6 apply to a small rigid sphere. entering water

SFigure 5 shows the taeoreti .al time-bistories of disp2acement and

velocity; figure 6 shows the corresp3nding acceleration a-d average

vertf..al pressure. The body cLaracteristics ard initial ionditions

were: Weight = 30 lbs, Radii- = 2 it, L.d Velocity = 20 fos. TLese

chazacteristics were selected for more detailsd analyses in the

following section (Flexible Bodies Entering .later)and aiso for the

experimental part of this study (see Section III).

Theoretical computations for the curves of Figures 5 and b were

made using the APIT IBM 1620 Digital Computer. The eqzations used,

table of results, and plotted curves for different body characteristics

and iaitial velocities are presented in Appendix A.

. . -
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Flexible odz EnterinR Water

A basic assumption in the foregoing theory for j rigid body

entering water was that the body and virtual mass of water move with

the same velocity. The forces involved were the inertia force due to

the rigid body and the reaction force due to the acceleration of the

virtual mass of water. This reaction force caused a sudden reduction

in the velocity of the body.

During the impact period when a flexible body (structure) enters

water, the change in velocity of the wetted surface of the body which

is in contact with the water may be quite different than the change

in velocity at the center of mass of the flexible body. Hence, the

effective velocity of the virtual mass of water, which moves with the

wetted surface of the flexible body, would also be different than the

velocity at the center of mass of the flexible body. The forces

involved now consist of the flexible body inertia! and elastic forces

combined with the reaction force due to the acceleration of the virtual

mass of water. Furthermore, the rate of change in the size of the

virtual mass is a function of the deformed shape of the flexible body.

For small deflections, this may not be an important factor, However,

for large deflections the rate of change in virtual mass could be

considerably different than that calculated from the original shape

of the body (see Figure 27, Appendix A, which shows the effect on

acceleration of changing the shell radius).

f The problem of a flexible body impacting on water may be treated

approximately in the following manner. Consider a body with an

elastic spherically shaped shell as the under surface. The dynamic

is_
15
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characteristics of the upper structure may become very significant

for a particular type geometry or vehicle. However, in this study,

the upper structure is treat.ed only as a lumped mass at the center of

gravity. When the elastic shell strikes a horizontal surface of water,

the pressure causes the shell to deflect upward through a distance, 6 0

"measured from the lower center of the undefor-ed geometry as shown in

?igure 7.

r R_

Water Surfacey I-
Figure 7

Flexible Shell Coordinates During Water Impact

The principle of conservation of momentum may be applied, as in

the case of a rigid body, except that it is now necessary to consider

two coordinates to account for the velocity of the center of mass and

the velocity of the lower elastic shell. The momentum theorem may be

written as follows:

MV +o)+ Y's" (2.17))

S~~where: "Iwhre-M 
- total mass of the body

16
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M - mass of the upper structure and undeformed portio iis

R of the shell (rigid mass)

M a - zass of the deformed parts of the wetted shell
Sconsidered as concentrated at the shell lower center

- velocity of the center of mass

0 - deflection velocity at the lower center of the shell

X - a fraction between 0. and 1.0 which reduces the
center deflection velocity to the mean or effective
velocity of the wetted surface

Since MR + Ms - M, equation (2.17) may be rewritten as

MV0 - (M + m*) y1 - (Ms + Xm*) ýo (2.18)

When the mass distribution of the elastic shell is known, the value of
SM can be approximated by assuming a deflection shape and calculating

an equivalent value of mass, concentrated at the lower center, which

would provide approximately the same momentum as the distributed mass

in the deformed part of the shell. However, the distribution of the

virtual mass of water is unknown. The effective velocity of the

virtual mass is between the values of yl and 92 as shown in Fig. 7.

Since the entire virtual mass is not affected evenly by the center
defle.ti'on velocity 60 Y - Y2, an effective deflection velocity -

X6
0 has been included in the above equations. This is discussed in

greater detail in Appendix B, where it is shown that uhe value of x

may be approximately 2/3 or greater based on deflection shapes for tLin

spherical shells.

In the following analyses, equation (2.18) has been simplified by

assuming that M is small compared with the virtual majs m*. At time5

t - 0, both M and m* - 0. However, immediately after the shell con-s

tacts the water, the value of m* increases much faster than the value"

17
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of M8 for a thin shallow sphetical shell. The deformed part of the

shell does not extend appreciably beyond the radius of m* (see Appendix

B). Therefore, the ratio s/m* immediately after c-;Z-,:t with the

water is on the order of

M 2rRY~hp (structure)

M* Trp (water)

where r is defined by equaticn (2.6), R - the shell radius, and h -

the shell thickness. For the following ccnditions:

(Aluminum shell) h - 0.04 inches

V0 - 20 ft!sec

W - 30 lb

R - 24 irtches

the value of Ms /m* is approximately 0.13 at time t = 0.00025 seconds

following initial contact vith the water. Also, in the following

analyses, au arbitrary value of 1.0 has been used for X. With these

changes, the conaervation of momentr. equation may be written as

1V - (M+ m*) Y - m* 6o (2.19)
0 0

Rewritten, equation (2.19) becomes

V +v~
v _ o M 0_ (2.20)

As a first approximation, it is assumed that the virtual mass and

its rate of change can be computed based on the undeformed shell

geometry. Thus appioximation shot'ld be valid for c-nii deflections.

Howaver, it iU believed that the virtual mae would setumlly be in-

creased slightly due to shell deformattons.

Is
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In order to solve equation (2.20) it is necessary to know the

deflection of the shell, as a function of time or depth of penetration,

due to the reaction force of the virtual mass of water. Figure 8,

"obtained from Reference 4, shows pressure distributions that were

measured on a model with a spherical bottom during the Apollo water

impact development program. Although the pressure is slightly higher

at the outer edge of the wetted under surface than at the center,

not too great an error is made in assuming that the reaction force

produces a uniform pressure loading. This assumption of uniform

pressure has been used in the following section to determine the

approximate sprihg stiffness for a spherical shell.

300- Vertical i Oblique
S Landing Landiag

100

Sso•

-10 M.@r -ACA 0 .004 .008
TME

I pu-e8

Typical Pressure Pattern Growth

j(From Ref 4
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Spring Stiffness for Shallow Spherical Shell

Reference 9:558-561 treats the symmetrical bending of shallow

spherical shells (see Fig. 9). When a point load P is applied at the

apex, the deflection of the shell at the point of application of the

load is given by (notation as used in Ref 9)

O Pa (2.21)• 4 9'2

where

v - Poisaon's ratio

E - Young's modulus

a - shell radius (Same as R in previous equations)

h - shell thickness

PI
MIN---- ! hi

Ia

I9

Shell Gexmntry

\ ,0
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W1hen the central load P is uniformly distributed over a circular area

of a small radius c, the following results apply at the center of the

loaded area:

W 2 V 2
) Pa 1 -.4'(')1 (2.22)

IT Eh 2 j 2  2V

where

i - -characteristic length for
12,(i-92) spherical shell

d4,

r The function *' is developed ±n Ref 9:488-492. Values of 4." are4 4

tabulated in Reef 9 for values of the argument, in the case of p, up

to 6.0. Ref 9 states that for values of the argument above 6.0, the

following asymptotic expression Is sufficiently accurate:

4(cs(; e Cos (2.23)
2 8

In the expression for v - c/£, R. is a characteristic length for the I
shell. The authors state, "when t as defined above is small compared

with the radius of the edge, this is equivalent to the case of a plate
I on a ver-1 rigid touni=-I~on. The deflecrions and the bendin,3 moments

at the center of such a shell are affected very little by the respec-

tive conditions ca the ouiter edge, which only govern the state of the

edge zone of the shell."

21
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The shell loading conditions for equation (2.22) are similar to

those fcr a shell impacting or the surface oi water. Shortly after

the shell strikes the surface, the pressure is distributed over a stall

portion of the saell. However, it should Le pointed out that static

shall theory is -eing applied to a dynamic problem. Also, the equation

is complicated and it cannot be epplied directly to obtain a closed

for°' •zolutiin when values ot V a-':" significant.

I A brief investigation was made to determine values of U acd "

-for different vAluý.s of c, a, and h in equation (2.22). For fixed

valj.es o2 shell radius rtnd thickness, uz Jis dIrectly preportional to cI

(c is t!.e sji:- as r in earl.:±r equations). If Poisson's ratio in

taken as 3. rhen

1-818 c (2.24)

S•As the shel:" penetr-ates into the water, c i"•'d•i r ase. in value. It

can be secn from r.abulpt•.,d values of the function 0• (Ref 9:493-4941)

that V decreasee. fiom plus infinity (U - 0) to zero (. - 2.67). Then

i• teachea a maximum negative value of -0.0213 (p - 3.60) followed by

an increase toward zero for larger value3 of V. The function V ' does

nct exceed ±0.0213 fnr values of p above approximately 2.40. There-

foz ., the function ii in equation (7.1-2) is most significant for the

very small valuea of c. However, tlhre is a fairly wide range of

values of q for which * is very small and could be omitted in

equttion (2.22) without incroducing serious error in the results.

Table 1 shows how values of V increase with increasing values of c for

various values of the product ah.

22
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Table I

Calculated Valzues of the Parameter U

Projected Radius Product of Parameter
of the Applied Shell Radius
Untfcrm Load and Thickness

c axh

.5000 .5000 1.2854

.5000 1.0000 .9089

.5000 1.5000 .7421

.5000 2.0000 .6427
.5000 2.5000 .5749

i.0000 °5000 2.5708
1.0000 1.0000 1.8178
1.0000 1.5000 1.4843
110000 2.0000 1.2854
1.0000 2.5000 1.1497
2.0000 .5000 5.1416
2.0000 1.0000 3.6357
2.0000 1.5000 2.9685
2.0000 2.0000 2.5708
2.0000 2.5000 2.2994
4.0000 .5000 10.2833
4.0000 1.0000 7.2714
4.0000 1.5000 5.9370
4.0000 2.0000 5,1416
4.0000 2.5000 4.5988
8.0000 .5000 20.5665
8.0000 1.0000 14.5427
8.0000 1.5000 11,8741
8.0000 2.0000 10.2833
8.0000 2.5000 9.1976

I...

~ [ 23
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If it is assumed that 0' in equation (2,22" is equal to rero,

the resulting equation is much simpler and the deflection at the center

of the lo.,det area can be written as

2

Wo =...a G ('.i3)
o 'c'Eh

Since P/.c 2 is the vertical component of the pressurs acting on the

shell, equation (2.25) can be written

2
E6 h (2.26)

where 6 - w = shell deflection at the center of the applied load
R - a = shell radius

p - average applied pressure

Equation (2.26) is an approximate expression for the shell deflec-

tion which applies only for a uniform pressure which is distributed

over a sufficiently large area such that ý' can be neglected. The

applicability of equation (2.26) to obtain the shell spring stiffness

for use in the water impact problem was checked in two ways. First,

values of v and ý' were calculated for a structure with a spherical4I
under surface entering water. The following parameters were used.,

Shell radius, R - 24 in

Weight ,w - 30 lb

Shell thickness, h - .03 in, .04 in, .05 inContact velocity, V 0 20 fps

o 6
Modulus of elasticity, E - 10.5 x 106 psi

.I

The depth of penetration, yI, radius of the applied pressure, c,

acceleration. and pressure were calculated using the equations pre-

viously developed for a rigid body. ca±caiuiox4 were performed on the

24
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AFIT IBM 1620 digital computer for time increments of 0O00025 seconds.

The value of the ratio of the second term to the first term in the1. brackets of equation (2.22) was determined as a measure of the error

if the term involving 0' is neglected. In other words:

E - % ERROR = 100 (

When p was less than 6.0, values of p' were obtained from Table 84,
f4

Ref 9. However, when U was greater than 6.0, i4 was calculated using

equation (2.23). Results of this analysis are shown in Table II. The

function * is quite small, even after the first time increment of

.00025 seconds, and it is observed that the error in neglecting qh4
should not exceed approximately 12 percent. The negative sign in

Table Ii for E indicates that the calculated values of 6 are low
0

using the epproximate equatiot (2.26) Deflections for the shell with

thickness, h, equal to .04 inches are shown in Table II for the first

ten Att tme increments.

The second check on equation (2.26) was to compare the deflections

obtained from this equation with those obtained using matrix tech-.

niques. Reference 10 presents a technique for analyzing axisymmetrical

shell structures subjected to general loading conditions, using the

Matrix Displacement Method. Structures are idealized by truncated

conical shell elements and circular flat plate elements, joined

together at nodal c~rcles. A computer program to solve the matrix

equations is available in Fortran IV language for the IBM 7094 computer

at Wright-Patterson AFB. For the present problem, a spherical shell

segment with a 24 inch radius and a 24 inch base chord was aaJnyzed.

25
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Table II

Data for the Evaluation of Shell Deflections

Time Depth Radius Parameter Purar..eter ERROR Shell
of of Deflection

Penetration Loading
t c C 11 E 6

(sec') in) (ir.) % (n

0 0 0 0 - 0

"0.00025 C.0600 1.696 3.15 -0.0171 - 8.5 0.104

.00050 .1194 2.392 4.44 - .0163 -11.4 .092

.00075 -183 2.917 5.41 - .0074 - 6.4 .075

.00100 .2352 3.352 6.22 - .0030 - 2.0 .063

(1) (2)
.00125 .2912 3.728 6.92 -.. 0000 - 0.0 .053

.00i50 .3458 4.060 7.53 10000 0.0 .046

.00i75 .3991 4.359 8.09 .0000 0.0 .040

.00200 .4510 4.631 B.59 .0000 0.0 .034

.00225 .5015 4.881 9M06 .0000 C.0 .030

.00250 .5507 5.1.12 9.48 .0000 0.0 .027

(1) Where only zeros are shown, the value of 4 was Less than .0005.

(2) - Where only zeros are shown, the value of E was less than 0.5%.

26
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t The si~ell segment was considered as fixed at the outer edge. The

shell segment was divided into 12 elements, for purposes of analysis,

and the applied pressures were calculated using the equations pre-

sented in this study for varicus depths of penetration. A comparison

of results is presented ir Table III; the angles used are shown in

Fig. 10.

I

• i p

I!!

Figure 10

Shell Edge Support and Loading For
Calculation of Deflections by Matrix Methods

27
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Table III shows that deflections calculated uSing eqluation (2.26)

compare favorably with those from the matrix displacement method. As

a mettor of interest, critical buckling pressures were also calculated

using classical theory for the condition of uniform pressure over a

Ssphere and the results are shown in Table III together with the cal-

culated buckling pressures using the matrix displacement method of

Ref 10. These results were considered in the model design and testing

part of the present study. From small deflection theory, as summarized

in Ref 11, the average stress, a, of a spherical shell at the critical

buckling pressure is defined by

a .i 2R (2.27)2h

the buckling stress may also be expressed by

- E hIl (2.28)

V3 fl-v2)

"For Poisson's ratio of 0.3, the expression for critical buckling

pressure of a spherical shell, becomes

Sp - 1.21 E h2 (2.29)I cr p,2

Equation (2.29) was used for the theoretical buckling values shown in

Table III. If the above expression for critical buckling pressure,

equation (2.29), is substituted into equation (2.26), the follo-ing

expression is obtained for the limiting deflection which would not

exceed the allowable buckling deflection

o60 1.21h (2.30)

Equation (2.26) can be used to defiue a spring stiffness for a

spherici2 shell. The equation can be rewritten in terms of the force,

29
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P, (se6 Eq. 2.25) as

2 (2.31)
7rc E h

If the spring stiffness, X, is defined as

T b K )a (2.32)_9 60

Ithen, by substetuthng equation (2.31) into vauaidc we s.2), the

Sexpression for K becomes

fro- Eh c2 (2.35)

R2

SThe spring stiffness is a function of the projected loading iadeup c.

t rnFor small deflections, c can be expressed in terms of y and R ( th

• i Eq. 2.6) and K can be expressed as
S~2

Y'.i K h ( LY - (11.34)

It fhouldo be noted that equation (2.34) is not valid when 7E is near

16zero. In ths case, a value for K can be obtained from equation (2.21)
i which applies for a concentrated load (c 0 ). From the above

definition fo K all(2.21) which defenet the deflection when

Sc - 0, the express3on for K is

K 4 h (2.35)

Figure 11 shows the theoretical spring stiffaess as developed

from the preceding equations for an aluminum shell entering watpr with

the following shell'characteriatce•: R - 24 In, h - 0.04, 9 - 1.0.5 x

10 6 psi. The transition from equation• (2.21) to equation (2.22) is

shown for swall vaule~s of yl the effects of • were considered in the•

30
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calculation of 6 . It can be seen that a linear extension of X cal-

culated fromi Eq (2,26) deviates only glightly from the more exact

curve, even for the v'ery small values of y1 . The spring rate would

become softer for large values of y, due to the second term (-, 2 /, 2 )

in equation (2.34). However, this zffect would uormally be bey'ond

the depths of interest in the water impact probi•m.I
Solution of Differential Euations bX the 2unge-.Kutta Method

The equationo of motion rreviously develope%. for the flexible

shell structure entering water are repeated below as
MV +*(2.36)

6. P/K (2.37)

Equations (2.36) --d (2.37) may el3o ba written in terms of the

coordinate y2 (see Fig. 7) as

KV 0 - NY m + '2 (2.38)

and

Y- " Y2 (2.39)

where, as bWfore, it is assumed tha.t the shell dcfiection velocity

is equal to 'S all along the wetted under surface, If equation (2,38)0

is differentiated with respect to time, the following expression is

obtained for the body inertial and hydrodynamic reaction forces:

C.0 . mI + M* Y 2  + (2 2.40)

• or

-MH1 - m* Y2 + •'* i 2  (2.41)

Equation (2.41) represents the appropriate expression for the force

in the ab-ve equations. The left hand VIdO of er:uation (2.41) may

j32
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be substituted for P in equation (2.37). Also, the right hand side

of equation (2,41) may be substituted for P in equation (2.39). • he

resulting sets of differential equations may then be written as

- + s (2.42)

M

o.Y 0 (2.43)

M o

M (Vo _i1 (2.44)

K (y, -y 2 ) j2] (2.45)

The above sets of equations may be rearranged, and through

substitutions, a third order nonlinear difterential equation may be

obtained. However, in this study the solt:ticns werc obtainEd usin3

the Runge-Kutta method for solving simultaneous differential

equations. A program is availble at AFIT (AFIT AID PROGMAM 236)

fo'- obtaining sqlutions on the digita4 computer. The standard aid

program was modified slightly f.,r the present stuCy in order t;

obtain desired quantities such as acceleration, force, and pressure

during each computet run. The Runge-Kutta program is discussed

briefly in Appendix B. Equations '7.42) and (2.43) were used for the

33
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analyses in this study with the appropriate expressions for m* and K as

functions of y1 " However, equations (2.44) and (2.45) were also pro-

grammed and run on the computer for the 0.04 thick shell to verify that

the same sneil deflection time-history would ba obtained from either

set of equatior3. The results agreed well; variations in results were

generally less than one percent at each At time interval. The small

differnces obtained are dve to the integration scheme used in the

Runge-Kutta method.

Figures 12 through 14 show theoretical resulti for a spherical

structure with the following characterist*cs impacting on water:

Radius - 24 in, weight = 30 lb, shell thickness - 0.04 in, and contact

velocity - 20 fps. Appendix B presents the equations used and addi-

tioaal results f-om shells of different thickness.

The curves in Figures 12 and 13 show a comparison between the

rigid body and flexible Dody velocities and accelerations. Figure 14
" I

compares the dynamic deflection-time history with the corresponding

shell deflections obtained f.'om the rigid body pressur".-time history.

Since the equation3 for the flexible body do not contain any damping,

the oscillations -biduced by the initial impact conaltiot.s do not decay.

To check the effects of adding damping, a viscous damping term was

added to .:uation (2.43). The damping force was made proportional to

bQth o and the pro'i°,ted wetted area. The resulting equation may be

expressed as

K- d - (2.46)Yl M 0 ° M 0

'Where z is the damping coefficient. % was considered to be a function

-,i y, in a manner similar to K. An average damping ratio ; - c/ccr of

appro.Lnstely .0375 critical damping for the first cycle of oscillation
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shown in Figure 14 producec the cnanges in the deflection time-history

that are shown in Figure 15, As mentioned above, t.e velue of c

increased with time and depth of penetration. Th3 damping ratio used

was likely above that which would be realized in actu-al si-Cuations.

- , However, no further investigations of damping were made itt the present

study.

It is interesting to note that the frequency of '.he o.cillauions

in Figure 14 increases with time. Thib change in frequency i1 rather

complex corresponding zo the change' in the shell spring rate and to

the changes in the -virtual mass of water. The behavior of the system,

consisting of the structural mass and virtual mass, appears to be

similar to the two degree of freedom system shown in Figure 16. The

center of mass moves from the structural mess toward the virtual ma-s.

I Center of Mss T
K

Figure 16

model of Two Degree
of Freedom System

39
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When the virtual mass is equal to the structural mass, the center of

mass is mid-way between the two and the effective spring rate is equal

to 2K. For the curve in Figure 14 the two masses were equal when the

depth of penetration, y1 9 was equal to 0.114 ft. The natural frequency

of the system at this point was calculated to be 314 cps. The average

frequency of oscillation at this point in Figure 14 was found to be

312 cps. Over an interval of 0.022 seconds, the frequency changed from

300 cps to 251 cps. These frequencies were obtained from the plotted

deflection-time history.

As previously indicated, equations (2.42) and (2.43) were used in

this study to obtain the time histories of response shown in Figures

12 through 14. The v6locity and acceleration %urves correspond to the

motion at the center of mass. The deflection-time history presented

corresponds to the relative deflection between the c.g. and the center

of the shell lower surface. Although the successive oscillations of

the relative deflection remain fairly constant in amplitude after the

initial ippact (without damping), the successive oscillations in

velocity and acceleration at the c.g. increase in amplitude over

several cycles of oscillation. It Is considered that this effect is

due to the downward shift in the center of mass of the system in com-

bination tith the requirement for conservation of momentum of the

total system (structural mass and virtual mass). However, more

complete studies of the system using equations (2.44) and (2.45) are

needed for a complete underetanding of the overall responses and

accelerations of the system.

40
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The Runge-Kutta format that was used to enable evaluating the

relative deflection frora aquations (2.44) and (2.45) is presented in

I Appendix B, Time did not permit a more complete study of the lower

Iurface (and virtual mass) reeponses and accelerations. Appendix B

also conrains additional discusu;ion of the c.g. acceleration and a

fig,.re which shows the acieleration-time history for a thick shell

over a longer time period.

41
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III. Experimental Ap.patus and 142,cedure

Model Design ana Instrumentation

As mentioned in the introduction, experiments were conducted to

enable an evaluation of the theory developed in Section II for water-

landing impact accelerations on flexible bodies. A sketch of the

dynawic model that was constructed and tested in showur in Figure 17.

Figure 18 is a photograph of the actual test mGdel, The model was

made of aluminum and it consisted of three basic parts: (i) a thin

upper cylinder, 24 inches in' diameter and 24 inches high, w-ith a

closed top, (2) a 1/2 inch thick plate, 24 inches in diameter, with

cut-outs to facilitate installing response measuring instruments, and

(3) a thin lower spherical shell segment with the shell radius and

chord equal to 24 inches. The upper cylinder functioned only as a

means for suspending the model and for attaching guides along ttuo

sides to prevent tumbling duiring the model decent into the water.

Sa stiffener and eye bolt were fastened to the top for raising the

model. The pzimary weight of the model %as the aluminum plate. It

was intended that this section be fairly rigid. The upper cylinder

and the lower shell were fastened to vertical and beveled edges of

the plate. Four spherical shells were formed by the Sheet Metal

Branch, Directorate of Maiatenance, WPAYB by pressing sheet aluminum

into a mold. The shells were formed from 2024 aluminum; they were

bardened to approximately T4 after fozyzing. The nominal shell thick-

nesses were .032, .040, .050, and .080 inches. The model weight wasj29.75 lbs with the .080 inch thick shel) ineitalled. In order to keep

the total weight nearly constant during the cests, additional weight
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Sketch of the Water Impact Test Set-Up
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was added to the plate when the 0.40 in thick shell was installed Lo

keep the overall weight at 29.75 Ibs. The added weight was not changed

during testing with the .032 in and .056 in thick shells. The model

weight was 29.4 lb and 30.2 lbs v`ith the .032 in avd .050 in thick

shells respectively.

tio accelerometers were located in the model to measure impact

accelerations. One accelerometer was locat~d approximately one inch

above the center of the 1/2 inch plate or a stiff bracket to measure

c.$. accelerations. it was originally intended that shell deflections

would be measured .sing strain gages mounted on a thin curved column

that was fastened to the shell and protruded through an opening in the

plate to a bracket above the plate. Hence, the c.g. accelerometer was

mounted above this columm bracket. However, the strain gage column

was not calibrated in time for the tests and a second accelerometer

was therafors mounted at the center cf the shell to weaiure the shell

a ccelerations.

"Water Impact Test Set-Up

The test set-tip used is showp in Fig. 17. Vertical cables 1/16

in. in diameter were used to keep the modr.[ approximately vertical

during free fall. The model waa taised by a means of a rope and a

pully mounted to the ceiling in the test laboratory. An electrically

operated release hcok, obtainr.d from a conventional impacting testing

machine, was used for releasing the model. The w.iter tank used was

constructed of wocid and fiberyglss; ene tank dimensions are shown in

Figure 17.
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Description of Acceleration Measuring Equipmeat

A block diagram of the test instrumentation is shown in Figure 19.

Figure 20 shows a photograph of the instrumentation as it was set up

during the test program. Piezoelectric type accelerometers were used;

the signals from the accelerometers were transmitted through cables

to amplifying and recording equipment. Also, the accelerometer signals

were transmitted to an oscillcscope where the sigrls were aubtracted.

The difference in the signals was transmitted through a frequency

analyzer, where a double integration was performed, and thence to the

recorder. The purpose of this step was to provide a means for record-

ing the shell deflection relative to the c.g. of the model. The

system was calibrated first with the accelerometer signals in phase;

the strength of the signals was balanced to provide a zero difference

at the input to the oscilloscope. Then the accelerometers were mounted

on the calibrator 180 degrees out of phase to enable obtaining a

calibration for the relative deflection. The resonant frequency of

the accelerometers was 28 KC, or higher, end the frequency response

was flat (within 5 percent) to 5 KC. However, the linearity of the

overall system was much more limited. Filters were used to signifi-

cantly reduce the signals at frequencles of vibration above 1000 cps.

The overall system was linear (within ±2 percent) to about 800 cps. A

detailed list of the instrumentation characteristics is preseated in

Appendix D.

Test Procedure

Testa were conducted at verzical contact velocities of about

10 feet per second and 20 feet per second. The contact velocities
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were obtained during the tests by using a high speed motion-picture

camera. Figure 21 shows an enlargement of two frames from the high

speed camera coverage of drop number 2. These two frames show the

model before and after contact with the water. The model was raised

and released from heights necessary to obtain the desired contact

velocities based on calculated free-fall distances. Six drop tests

were made; the test conditions for each drop are shown in Table IV.

During the test program, several changes were required in the

instrumentation. Accelerometers were changed to reduce the output

signals by a factor of approximately 4. Filters were installed and

gain settings on the accelerometer amplifiers were reduced to the

lowest settings possible. These changes required several intermediate -

equipment recalibrations. A final calibration was also performed to

verify that all changes had been properly recorded.

Drops numbers 1, 2, and 3 were made primarily to chetk the

instrimentation. The filters that were used in the instrumentation

were installed between drops 2 and 3. Therefore, the previous des-

cription of the equipment was applicable for drops 3 through 6.

Records obtained from the first 3 drops were not analyzed.
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Figure 21

Experimental Model Before and After

Contact with the Water During Drop Test
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Table IV

Water Impact Y'odol Test Conditions

Drop Contact Velocity Shell Model
No. Camera j Free Fall Thickness Weight

(Est.)
(ft/sec) ' (in) (ib)

1 - 20 0.040 29.75

2 20.8 20 0.040 29.75

S3 9.0 - 0.032 29.4

S4 9.8 10 0.032 29.4

5 9.8 10 0.050 30.2

6 9.8 10 0.080 29.75

!
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IV. Experimental Results and Discussion

Diata Reduction Procedure

Past investigators of water impact loads have presented their

experimental results iu terms of the rigid body acceleration-time

histories. Very little information is available on experiments with

flexible structures. Reference 12 describes an experimental program

wherein complex scale models (1/4.5 scale) were designed and tested to

determine the structural responses of the Apollo Command Module to

water impact. In C.'e Apollo modeling program, a large number of high

frequency vibratiot.s were excited during impact and the experimental

acceleration records obtained could not be reduced until the accelera-

tion measuring system was modified to limit the system to a flat

response from 0 - 600 cps. The data obtained were smoothed using a

least-squares, 10th order polynomial and the resulting curves were pre-

sented in terms of the rigid body acceleration-time histories. The

accelerations exhibited some oscillations, with positive and negative

values, after the smoothing, The maximum sensitivity of the accelera-

tion measuring system used in the experiments of Reference 12, express-

ed in terms of trace deflection on the oscillograph record for unit

acceleration input, was about 0.03 inches/g.

In the present study, the experimental model was much less com-

plicated than that of Reference 12 and it was hoped that any high

structural responses would be at frequencies considerably above the

frequency range of interest. However, this was not the case; the

structural responses are discussed in the following section. Also it

was considered that visual data reduction would be required in order to
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obtain the transient, oscillatory components of response for comparison

with the results obtained from the theoretical model.

Data from drop tests 1 and 2 could not be analyzed because of high

frequency vibrations. Electrical filters were then placed in the

acceleration meauuring system to obtain a system which was flat to

about 800 cps (see Section III). This change produced a more accept-

able record for the c.g. acceleration during drop test number 3, but

the record for the lower shell acceleration was overloaded indicating

that the signal from this accelerometer was much too high. For sub-

seqgent testing (drops 4, 5, and 6), the overall sensitivity of the

acceleration measuring system was reduced to 0.0125 inches/g. However,

records for the lower accelerometer continued to be overloaded at

approximately 210g for the first 3 to 5 cycles of response.

The overloaded condition for the lower (shell) accelerometer

proiuced unacceptable results for integration to obtain the relative

deflection of the lower shell. The final data reduction from drops

4, 5, and 6 consisted of the following:

(1) Response frequencies were obtained from both accelerometer

traces. The accuracy with which oscillatory frequencies could be

determined was batisfactory. The oscillogroph was operated at a paper

speed of 80 inches per second during testing and timing lines were one

milli-second apart.

(2) Acceleration levels were obtained from the c.g. acceleration

records. However, in order to obtain data which could be compared with

the theoretical results it was necessary to perform a visual harmonic

analysis of the records to remove structural responses corresponding to

the additional degrees of freedom (natural frequencies of vibration) in
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the test model. There are inaccuracies involved in making an harmonic

analysis of a transient type response. However, the accuracy is

considered to be within ± 20 percent. Figure 22 shows a tracing of the

complex waveform from drop test number 5 and indicates the steps that

were taken to determine the frequencies and amplitudec of the accelera-

tion components. Figure 23 shows the reproduced complex wave which

was obtained by adding three components with an assumed original phase

relationship. This step was taken to check the adequacy of -the data

reduction procedure. The overall peak am.plitude of the synthesized

wave was ± 10 percent less than the original wave. Tracings of the

original records for drop tests 4, 5, and 6 are contained in

Appendix C.
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±0.31 in. Amplitude
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Note: Drop No. 5 c.g. Accelerometer
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V - 9.8 ft/sec
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Figure 22

Data Reduction Procedure
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Model Natural Frequencies of Vibration

Some of the important model natural frequencies of vibration were

obtained by tapping on the structure at various locations and record-

ing the output from the accelerometers. This type of frequency survey

was considerod necessary in order that oscillatory frequencies which

occurred during drop testing could be properly evaluated. The results

of the frequency survey are presented in Table V. The model was

"Table V

Water Impact Model Natural Frequencies of Vibration

Frequency Component and Mode
(cps)

340 Local vertical bending mode of .032 inch
thick shell and lower accelerometer

525 Local vertical bending mode of .050 inch
thick shell and lower accelerometer

835 Local vertical bending mode of .080 inch
thick shell and lower accelerometer

1800 Vertical bending mode involving c. g. accel-
erometer and bracket

140 Coupled vertical response of plate and
700 upper structure

located above the water for this survey. The shell bending frequencies

presented involve the local area of the shell near the lower accelero-

meter. The corresponding vibrations obtained during the drop tests

(VIL'1 the model in the water) were at lower r.equencies. The vertical

bending response of the c.g. accelerometer and bracket was not present

in the test data in view of the filters used. With the lower shells

reivoved, the plate and upper structure of the model exhibited a
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coupled response with low damping at &pproximately 140 and 700 cps.

During the tests, with the lower s1~l fastened to the plate, high

responses were obtained at frequencies of 115 cps, 120 cps, and 133 cps

corresponding with the installation of 0.032, 0.050, and 0.080 inch

thick shells respectively. A frequency of approximately 700 cps was

also observed in the test data with the 0.032 inch thick shell

installed.

Measured Impact Accelerations

Appendix C presents tabulated results from the data reduction.

These results are summarized briefly in the following.

Lower Shell Accelerations. The acceleration responses at the

centers of each shell were predominantly in narrow frequency bands

which changed for each shell thickness. There were frequency compon- j
ents present in the shell vibrations during the early parts of the

impact reeponses which could not be obtained by visual reduction

because of the high levels of response at the shell vibration fre-

quencies. In each test record, the frequency of the shell oscillations

could be observed on the trace corresponding to the acceleration at

the center of mass. Hwever, in the care of the model with 0.032 inch

thick shell, the predominant shell oscillation frequency could not be

obtained immediately following impact due to the very complex nature

of the response. Also, for this test, there was an additional response

frequency at approximately 700 cps in the record which prevented

obtaining quantitative results from a visual type analysis. Therefore,

complete data reduction was not attempted for the test results from

the model with the 0.032 inch thick shell. The shell vibration
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II �uf tcuucic for che models with 0.050 and 0.080 inch thick shells were

obtained as average frequencies over the first few cycles following

impact. The vibration frequency for the model with the 0.032 inch

thick shell was obtained approximately 0.060 - 0.080 seconds after

impact. The predominant response frequencies were:

Model Configuration Shell VibraLion Frequency

0.032 inch shell 276 cps

0.050 inch shell 330 cps

0.080 inch shell 400 cps

Since the shells were in the water, the response frequencies indicated

above necessarily involved oscillation of some water along with the

shell structure. The shell oscillations showed low damping after the

first few cycles of vibration. The actual peak accelerations could

not be obtained since the records were overloaded during the first few

cycles of response.

Center of Gravity Accelerations. The acceleration at the model

c.g. for each test involved eignificant oscillatory components super-

imposed on the transient rigid body type of response. The phase

relationships among the various components were different with the

different shells installed on the model. Hence, there was very little

correlation in the overall peak responses at any particular time after

impact. The peak accelerations obtained were:

Model Contiaurataon Peak Accelerations

0.032 inch shell +59.2 peak g overall at 0.026 seconds
after impact

-66.0 peak g overall at 0.03 seconds
after impact
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Model Conft~uration Peak Accelerations

0.050 inch shell +63.6 peak g overall at 0.003 seconds
after impact

0.080 inch shell +50.0 peak S overall at 0.002 secondR
after impact

The above overall peak responses were significaztly affected by

structural vibrations in the 115 cps - 133 cps frequency range. In

view of this, it was necessary to remove these responses by harmonic

analyses as previously indicated. The amplitudes of response at 120

cps and 133 cps were removed from the overall recorded c. g. accelera-

tion-time histories for the test results with the 0.050 and 0.080 inch

thick shells respectively. The test results for the model with the

0.032 inch thick shell were not analyzed in this manner. The result-

ing peak accelerations for tests 5 and 6 were:

Model Configuration Peak Acceleration

0.050 inch shell 34g

0.080 inch shell 28g

Rigid _•_• TeAccelerations. The peak value of the transient

rigid body type response (over the first 0.02 seconds) was obtained

during the data reduction for comparison with results from the rigid

body theory in Section II. The peak experimental value of this re-

sponse for the contact velocity of approximately 10 ft/second,

averaged over drops 4, 5, and 6, was 18.1g. This peak value was

estimated to occur at 0.002 - 0.003 seconds after initial contact with

the water. The shape of the rigid body type acceleration-time history

could not be accurately obtained. The estimated shape was previously

shown in Figure 23.
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V. Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental ResultsI
- Prior to a discussion of impact accelerations, it should be noted

that the peak pressure on the model with the 0.040 inch thick shell

was predicted to be 87.9 psi at a contact velocity of 20 ft/sec based

on the flexible body theory of Section II (See Appendix B, Table IX).

The theoretical pressure-time history indicated that the applied

pressure would exceed the calculated critical buckling pressure

(35.3 psi) for a short time of .,out 1.5 milli-seconds. The first two

drops were conducted at contact velocities of approximately 20 ft/sec.

After the first drop, there were very slight waves in the lower

section of the 0.040 shell. After the second drop, this same shell

had a large permanent buckle approximately 0.75 inches deep. Subse-

quent testing was conducted at the reduced contact velocity of 10 ft/

sec. No further buckling was encountered although the shell accelera-

tions were considerably higher than expected.

Aft'er the experimental program was completed, a very cursory

theoretical analysis was conducted to determine the magnitude of the

lower shell accelerations based on equations (2.44) ane (2.45) in

Section II. It was found that the shell accelerations could be

several time higher than the c.g. accelerations. Further work with
I

these equations would be desirable in view of the fact that theI
experimental results showed =hat the shell accelerations exceeded 200g.

Although this study did not cover the shock wave phase of the

water impact phenomena the shock wave pressure on the lower shell

would be, by theory, on the order of pcVo0 where c - the velocity of

sound in water (4800 ft/sec). For p 1.94 alugs/ft 3 and V 0 10 ft/
o
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sec, the pressure would be (equations from References 1 and 2)

p - pcV° - 647 lb/in2

The duration of this high pressure would be given by

t R- - 0.435 x 10-6 seconds
S2c 2

where R is the radius of the shell. AlsG, since the water in the test

tank was approximately 2.5 feet deep, a shock nore would have traveled

to the bottom of the tank and returned to the top in approximately one

milli-second. The effects, If any, which these factors produced on

S* the experimental results are unknown.

The following sections will present a comparison of the theoret-

i cal and experimental acceleration-time histories that were obtained

* in this study. First, a comparison will be made of important response

frequencies and then a comparison will be made of the acceleration

levels..

oMarison of Response Frequencies

The theoretical acceleration-time history for a flexible body

(see Section II) indicates that the center of mass will undergo an

oscillatory response superimposed on the rigid body type of accelera-

tion-time history. Theoretically predicted frequencies of oscillation

were ebtaint.0 by plotting the acceleration data from the computer for

the mathematical models with 0.032, 0.050 and 0.080 inch thick shells.

For each configuration, the theoretical frequency changes with time;

in the following discussion the frequency will be considered as the

average frequency which occurs during the first few cycles. Therefore,

the simple theoretical model predicts only one frequency or mode of

response for each configuration.
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The experimental results indicate significant oscillatory

responses at more than one frequency because of the large number of

degrees of freedom in the experimental model. Hoviever, there was a

significant frequency of oscillation in the test results for each

test configuration which did not correspond to a natural frequency

of vibration with the model suspended above the water. For testa

with the 0.050 and 0.080 inch thick shells, this frequency was the

predominant response frequency for the lower shell immediately after

the shell contacted th water. Responses at the same frequencies, were

also observed at lower acceleration levels at the model c.g. Table VI

compares these experimental frequencies with the theoretically predict-

ed c.g. response frequencies, It can be seen that the theoretical

frequencies are about 11 to 25 percent higher than the experimental

frequencies. The theoretical frequencies are controlled by the mass

of the body and also by the approximations for che shell spring rate

and the virtual mass of water. There are insufficient experimental data

from the present study to enable separate evaluations of the validity

of the approximations.

Table VI

Comparison of Coupled Structural-Water Frequencies of Vibration

Obtained from Theoretical and Experimental Investigations

Model Configuration Theoretical Vibration Experimental Vibration
(Shell Thickness) Frequency Frequency

in cps cps

0.032 308 276

0.050 400 330

0.080 500 400
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Comparison of Acceleration Levels

Section IV described the data reduction procedure that was used

for the model c.g. acceleration records and presented peak acceleration

levels obtained from the experiments. Responses at 120 cps and 133 cps

were removed from the experimental acceleration-time history data for

the 0.030 and 0.080 inch thick shell configurations respectively to

enable a quantitaive comparison of theoretical and experimental

results. The resulting acceleration-time histories for the first 0.005

second.3 following initial contact with the water are shown in Figures

24 and 25 for the 0.050 and 0.080 inch thick shell configurations.

It is observed that at time t - 0, the experimental curvcz

start out approximately 180 Jegrees out of phase from the theoretical

curves. This negative peak (actually a positive downward acceleration)

was observed in the test records for all the different shell configura-

tione. Therefore the experimental data have been plotted with the

same initial phase relationships that were obtained from the tests.

However, in the harmonic analysis of the data and in the removal of

components, it was necessary to assume phase relationships among the

frequency components in each record. Therefore, the phasing in the

experLmental data following cime t - 0 is subject to error. This

t possible error in phasing did not appear to significantly affect the

peak accelerations. The experimental acceleration time-histories

shown in Figures 24 and 25 exhibit peak values which are about the

same as the sums of the individual componentb.

The reason for the initial downward acceleration at the model

c.g., as shown in the experimental data, is not entirely known. In

the experimental model, the shells were fastened to beveled edges of
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an aluminum plate and thz c.g. accelerometer was mounted on a stiff

bracket at the center of the plate. It is believed that the strong

initial upward impact load at the outer edge of the plate caused the

plate to bend with an initial downward motion at the center of the

plate.

Theoretical acceleration-time histories for Vo = 10 ft/sec,

R - 24 inches, and W - 30 lbs, which correspond approximately to the

test conditions are shown in Figures 24 and 25 for the first 0.005

seconds following initial contact with the water. The total time

interval over which the theoretical results could be considered valid

may be beyond 0.005 seconds, but the theory used did not consider

several forces, including bouyancy, which would limit the range over

which the theoretical results would be valid.

The peak values of acceleration from the experimental acceleration-

time histories are compared below with the peak theoretical values

which occurred during the 0.002 - 0.004 second time interval following

time t - 0. The average of the theoretical peak values was approxi-

mately 10 percent below the average of the experimental peak values.

Model Configuration Theoretical Peak Experimental Peak
Aceeleration Acceleration

0.050 inch shell 29g 34g

0.080 inch shell 26.5g 28g

The theoretically predicted rigid body acceleration-time history

for V - 10 ft/sec, R - 24 inches, and W = 30 lb is shown in Figure 26.

A peak value of 14.38g occurred 0.003 seconds after contact with the

water. The average value of the peak rigid body type acceleration

(18.1g) which was obttined from the experiments is also shown in
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Figure 26. The peak experimental value was estimated to occur at

0.002 to 0.003 seconds after contact with the water. Although peak

experimental values obtained from the data reduction ranged only from

16g to 20.8g, a wider range of possible error is shown in Figure 26

by the dashed lines. Figure 26 also shows the first peaks in the

theoretical acceleration-time histories for the center of mass of

flexible structures. These curves illustrate the manner in which a

change of spring stiffness in the theoretical model will cause

corresponding changes in levels and frequencies of the dynamic

responses.
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VI. Conclusions

1. The theoretical developments of Section II for a flexible

structure provide a means for predicting dynamic interactions among

inertial, elastic and hydrodynamic forces during water impact. How-

ever, the present theoretical model is relatively simple and considersI

only the flexibility of spherical shell structures. The applicability

of the theory to more realistic complex structures would require

additional study.

2. Dynamic magnifications of response and acceleration at the

center of mass, associated with the flexibility of the spherical under

surface, are predicted by the theoreticai model. Since actual struc-

tures are flexible, it is believed that the theoretical model developed

in this study provides more accurate predictions of acceleration than

the rigid body theory. Measured and predicted accelerations associated

with flexible 0.050 and 0.080 inch thick shells were on the order of

30g whereas the predicted peak acceleration from rigid body theory was

approximately ;4g. This study was iimited primarily to the prediction

of relative deflections of the spherical shell and the accelerations

of the center of mass. Additional studies of the acceleration of the

lower shell and virtual mass of water are required for a complete

understanding of the theoretical model.

3. Qualitative aspects of the theoretical and experimental

results compa-:e favorably. One of the more significant aspects of the

results was that predicted coupled responses of the flexible body and

a virtual mass of water were also observed in the experimental results.

This qualitative correlation of results suggests that the simple theory
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presented in Section II may provide an acceptable approach for future

theoretical developments which are applicable to more complex systems,

"I 4. In general, the experimental and theoretical results compare

favorably on a quantitative basis. The theoretically predicted

response frequencies were approximately 20 percent higher than the

experimental values. The theoretically predicted acceleration levels

for the flexible bodies were about 10 percent lower than the c;eri-

mentally obtained values. However, the larger number of degreos of

freedom in the experimental model, and the attendant complications in

the data reduction, limit the accuracy of a quantitative comparison of

acceleration levels. Additional test results with an improved model

are needed for a more accurate comparison of results and for future

improvements in the theory.
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VII. Recommendations

The following recommendations Pre presented:

1. The analyses should be extended to examine acceleration-time

histories from equations (2.44) and (2.45) using the Ruage--Kutta

method presented in Appendix B.

2. Additional testing should be conducted vith a modified model,

perhaps with a fiberglass upper section, which is quite stiff, to

obtain better experimental data which can be compared directly with

theorecical results.

3. Results from the theoretical model should be checked on a

quantitative basis and an evaluation should be made of the validity of

the approximations in the theory.

4. The theory developed in Section II should be extended to cover

other structural shapes. Also, an extension of the theory into matrix

form would enable the prediction of impact loads in more complex

structural configurations.

7I
I
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Appendix A

Theoretical Data on Rigid Body Water Impact Loads

Method of Analysis

For the Rigid Body studies, equation (2.8) was programmed on the

1620 digital computer using finite difference techniques. Equation

(2.8) is repeated below:

V

S= + (2.8)

The At time increment used was 0.00025 seconds for the first ten

time intervals. This time increment was then increased to 0.00050

seconds for the second ten time intervals. Larger time intervals of

0.001 and 0.002 seconds were also used for the later stages of motion

of a rigid body since rates of changes were not very large.

Table VII shows an example of t.he theoretical data obtained.

Normally, the programs were run for 40 time increments. The radius ofq

the sphere, R, weight, W, and initial (contact) velocity, Vo, were

input data for the computer program. The constant for the virtual

mass to structural mass ratio was

C . 2-U3 (A.1)

where Pg - 62.5 lb/ft 3

in addition to obtaining velocity increments, as defined by equation

(2.8), the output included the following:

Sin* - (A.2)
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A- - 9.iI (expressed as positive) (A.3)

Acceleration (g) - AI/(At x 32.2) (A.4)

Force - W x Acceleration (g) (A.5)

Pressure - Force /[144 x w x (R sin )2] (A.6)

The input data for Table VII was:

R - 2 ft

W - 30 lb

Vo - 20 ft/sec

f
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Summar2ý of Theoretical Data

Table VIII presents a summary of theoretical data for the rigid

sphere entering water. Results were obtained from computer runs for

8 variations in the input data. The values of peak acceleration and

force presented correspond to the maximum values obtained from the

computer output sheets. The values of pressure presented correspond

to the first At time interval since these were the highest values

obtained for rigid bodies.

The peak accelerations presented in Table VIII are also shown in

Figure 27 along with a basic curve for R - 20 ft/sec, W - 30 ib, and

Vo - 20 ft/sec. Two of the three input variables always correspond to

those for the basic curve. The value of the rhird variable is indi-

cated in Figure 27.

If curves were plotted for each of the 8 variations in input,

the general shape of each acceleration-time hiscory would be similar

to the basic curve shown except that the peak acceleration would occur

at the respective point indicated in Figure 27. Curves have been

added to show trends due to separate changes in the three variables.

These data were obtained in the present study primarily as an aid for

the selection of model weight and shell radius for the experimental

part of the study.
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Effects of Changing the Virtual Mass

In the foregoing discussion, the constant in the analytical

expression for the virtual mass to structural mass ratio was
3

2W

However, much of the literature on water impact loads considers the

constant as
C 4 P 2 R3

For the following conditions:

R= 2 ft

W - 30 lb

p g -- 62.5 lb/ft 3

the values uf these constants are:

C - 26.18

C1 - 22.22

An additional computer run was made 'V0  20 ft/sec) using the

value C in the expression for the virtual mass. The resulting accel-

eration-time history is shown in Fig 28. The peak acceleration was

reduced by 10.5 percent as a result of this change in the constant.
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Appendix B

Theoretical Data on Flexible Body Water Impact L

Deflections of Thin Spherical Shell Segments

In Section II, the momentum aquation (2.18) contained the

fraction, X, which reduced the shell center deflection velocity to some

effective vertical velocity over the deflected portion of the shell.

Figure 29 shows approximate deflection shapes for a thin aluminum shell

segment 0.040 inch thick which were obtained from the Matrix Analysis

Program of Reference 10. The shell geometry and loading angle 6 were

shown in Section II, Figure 10 and the shell center deflections were

presented in Table III for various applied pressures. For the deflec-

tions shown in Figure 29, the applied pressure was 100 psi in each

case; these deflections correspond to linear theory only (no buckling

was considered). It can be seen that the shell deformation is fairly

local (i.e. it does not extend appreciably beyond the edge of the

applied load).

An approximate value for the average deflection over the area of

the applied pressure loading mar be obtained from the following

simplifying assumptions:

Assume the deflectio-i varies linearly from 60 at the center to

60/2 at the 4dga of the applied loading. Then the deflection along the

projected radius is expressed by

6(r) - 6
2r 0

and

5(area) 21r62 o (I dx (B.)
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6(area) - 26 0 M2 
- 2]

6 (area) - 2. 6
3 0

Other analytical expressions for the average deflectior. 'erhaps more

exact, could be developed based on the deflection shapes indicated in

Figure 29. However, the deflection shape under dynamic loading may

also be different than the curves of Figure 29 which apply for static

loading.

Solution of a Set of Simultaneous Ordinary Differential Equations §X

The Runae-Kutta Method

The Runge-Kutta program solves a set of first order differential

equations of the form

dyi

dt . Fi (t, Y1' Y2f . . . 9 Yn) i - 1, 2, . . , n

A differential equation of higher order can be expressed as a set of

first order equations by a change of variables. For the standard

program used in this study, the variables on the left sides of the

above statements were F(l), . .. , F(3) and the right sides contained

the subscripted variables y(l), . .. , y(3).

Equations (2.42) and (2.43) from Section II were put into Runge-

Kutta format as follows:

Y, 1 g (2.42)

Yl M 0a (2.43)
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Let: Y Y2  (change in variables)

60 -y3

Then equations (2.42) Pnd (2.43) can be written as

1 - F(l) - y( 2 ) (B.2)

F(2) - - E y(3) (B.3)S~M

F (3) (1 + y (2) V.] (B.4)
i3 * M'~

where, frnm Section Ii,

K - Eh R22( )

3 3/2

2 R R2

In the Runge-Kutta program, initial values were assigned to t, y(l),

y( 2 ), and y(3). In the present study, the actual initial values were:

t -o

y(l) -0

y(2) - V°

y(3) -0

However, with these initial conditions, equation (B.4) above has the

indeterminant form 0/0. Therefore, y(l) was given a very small value

of 1 x 10-6 to start the program.

An example of the output from the Runge-Kutta program is shown

in Table IX. Normally the program output is t, y(l), . .. , y(n).

The program was modified to obtain c.g. acceleration, force, and
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pressure. Although the initera force would be negative, the output

equations were arranged so that the loads would start out positive.

The conditions for Table IX were:

V - 20 ft/sec0
R -2 ft

W - 30 lb

h - 0.04/12 ft.

6 2E = 144 x 10.5 x 10 lb/ft

pg - 62.5 lb/ft 3

The programs were run with time increments of 0.00025 secoruds for a

total time of 0.015 seconds.

Equations (2.44) and (2.45), Section II, were also put into the

standard Runge-Kutta format to-check the deflection-time history. The

equations used are indicated in the following:

2 Ž ,(V -i1 ) (2.44)

i2 . * I 02.5

m* K (yl -Y 2 ) - * 2J (2.45)

where y2 is the coordinate at the lower center of the shell. This iU

not the same as the change in variable previously indicated. For

equations (2.44) and (2.45), let:

i2 ' Y3

Then y• - F(l) - V - y(3) (B,5)o M

i2 - F(2) - y(3) (B.6)
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Where K and m* are the same as in the previous equations and

= pR( 2 (2U) _XL).2)/ 2 (1 - Y(l- ) j() (B.8)

The output from the above equations yielded values for y(l) and y(2)

from which the relative deflection, 6 0 , could be obtained. Table X

presents a comparison of results from the two sets of differential

equations. The initial values for y(l), y(2) and y(3) in equations

S(B.5through (B.7) were:

y(l) - 1 x 10-6

y(2) - 1 x 10-6

y(3) f T

The structural parameters and initial contact velocity were the same

as those indicated for Table IX.

In order to evaluate the effects of changing the shell thickness,

and hence the spring rate K, additional computer runs were made for

0.032, 0.050, and M080 thick shells. The initial contact velocity

I was 10 ft.sec to provid.: data which could be compared with the experi-

mental results (See FP.gure 26, Section V).

An aaditiona' study was made for a thick shell to determine

whether the equations for a flexible structure would converge to the

rigid body result- when the spring became very stiff. A spring

stiffness corresponding to a shell 0.25 inches thick was used. The

resulting acceleration-time history is shown in Figure 30. An average

frequency of oscillation of 800 cps was obtained. However, the time

increment used (0.00025 seconds) provided only an average of 5 data

points per cycle which wap not adequdte to completely define the peaks

88
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Table X

Comparison of Relative Deflections A3 Obtai.ned From the
Structural Inertia Force and the Hydrodynamic Reaction Force

t 6o 0 a0
sec ft ft

0 0 0

.00025 .0042931 .0048310

.00050 .0077597 .0081303

.00075 .0096794 .0098595

.00100 .0100486 .G100586

.00125 .0090846 .0089684

.00150 .0071O5547 .0069685

.00175 .0047176 .0045195

.00200 .0022562 .0020967

.00225 .0002049 .0001186

.00250 -. 0011207 -. 0011196

.00275 -. 0015727 -. 0014912

.00300 -. 0011868 -. 0011491

(1) - Values obtained from Equations (2.42) and (2.43)

(2) - Values obtained from Equations (2.44) and (2.45)
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of the curve. The curve in Figure 30 was obtai-aed by constructUng

approximate sine waves through the data points. It appears that the

peak to peak acceleration may continue to increase with time and that

a small amount of damping would be desirable in the flexible body

equations.
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Appendix C

Experigental Data on Flexible Body, Water impact Loads

The experi:-ental data obtained in this study were recorded on

tape and on a direct reading oscillograph (visicorder). The visicerder

results (oscillograms) were reduced for the analyses pretsented in

Sections IV and V. Since there were structural responses in the test

model which produced a rather complex waveform, it was necessary to

reduce the data by ma13.ng an harmonic analysis of each record.

Figures 31, 32, and 33 shows tracings of the complex waveforms for

drop tests 4, 5, and 6 respectively. The visicorder that was used for

these records was ope-ated at a nominal paper speed of 80 inches per

s'.2concI. Timing lines on the records were 0.001 seconds apart. The

p ralibration constant for these dsta was 80g (peak',/inch film amplitude.

Tables XI, XII, and XIII prestnt ithe detailed results obtained

from the visual harmonic analysis of the recor~ds.
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Figure 31

Tracing of Acceleration Record 'or Model with 0.032 Inch Thick Shell
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i ft
Lower Shell Acceleration

IV

c. g. Acceleration

Figure 32

Tracing of Acceleration Record for Model with 0.050 Inch Thick Shell
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Figure 33

Tracing of Acceleration Record for Model with 0.080 inch Thick Shell
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S Appendix D

k Instrumentation Characteristics

1. Endevco Model 2245B Accelerometers
Sensing element - piezoelectric
Resonant frequency - 28 KC or higher
Frequency response - flat within 5% to 5 KC
Amplitude linearity - Within ± 2% up to ± 10OOg
Sensitivity - Approximately 2.25 rms mv per peak g with 30

feet of accelerometer cable

2. Modified Endevco Model 2607 Amplifiers
9 Gain - Continuously adjustable from 5 to 500 or greater

Maximum output voltage - Approximately 5 volts rms
Input impedance - Nominally 1000 magohms
Output impedance - 50 ohms in series with 4 microfarad

capacitor
Amplitude linearity - within t 1%

3. Spencer-Kennedy Model 302 Electronic Filters

Pass band - continuously adjustable in both bandwidth and
frequency in 20 cps to 200 KC range

j Insertion loss - 0 ± 1 db
* Maximum input voltage - 6 volts peak

Input impedance - 2 megolhms
Attenuation - 3.5 db at cutoff frequencies and 36 db per

octave in rejection band
Output impedance - 300 ohms

4. Type 531 Textronix Oscilloscope with Type 53 GA Plu3-in Unit
Type input - Differential (DC or AC)
Input impedance - 1 megohm
Maximum input voltage - 40 volts peak on 1 volt/cm range

- 80 volts peak on 2 volt/erc range

Frequency response - flat within 3 db from 0 to 15 mc
Output - Vertical-output terminal where voltage proportional

to input A, imput B, or A-B may be obtained

5. Bruel & Kjaer Vibration Pickup Amplifier and Frequency Analyzer
Function - Performs double integration
Selected frequency range - 30 cps and above
Maximum input with gain settings used - 2.5 volts r-s at

100 cps

6. Honeywell Model T6GA-500 Galvonometer Amplifier
Gain - 0-1, continuously variable
Maximum output - 65 ma into 37 ohm load
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7. Honeywell M5000 Galvanometers
Sensitivity - 31.3 ma/inch or 1.23 volts/inch

8. Honeywell Model 1012 Direct Writing Recorder
Paper speed - adjustable from .1 to 160 in/sec
Timing lines - 1, 10, 100 & 1000 lines/seec

9. Lockheed Electronics Model 417C Tape Recorder

10. International Telephone and Telegraph Co. (Industrial Products
Division) Model CS-101 Accelerometer Calibration System

100
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shell structures subjected to water impact loads. Effects of structural flexi-
bility were evaluated and a simple mathematical model for predicting dynamic
loads in a spherically shaped structure mas developed. Six model tests were
conducted; qualitative agreement was obtained between the theoretical and ex-
periment'Ll results. Theroretically predicted coupled responses of the model
and water were observed in the test results. The theoreticallyr predicted response
frequencies averaged 20 percent above the measured frequencies. Prelicted ac-
celeration levels averaged 10 percent lover than the exper1mentally determined
values.
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